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When you are ready to go further with your business, you should consult the IT services around
New York about your new web design project. Web design in New York is a service provided by
either New York web designer firms or individual, freelance web designers.  Skygate Media,
www.skygatemedia.com, in New York is one such firm where you can to develop your business
website.

You might be wondering how long it actually takes to get your website developed. The time required
varies based on your preferences. If you need to develop a simple brochure type website, it takes
only a few days if you have all the contents ready at hand. However, if you need to get your
contents done by the web development firm, you have to allow a few more days and the number of
the days will be determined based on the amount of content you want to put in your website.

There are several steps of developing a website including: registering a domain, designing, content
creation, functionality development, uploading to the server, bug testing and the final finishing.
Depending on how much effort is needed for each part, the total time required to develop the
website will vary.

If your desired website is an interactive one, with specially designed blogs, forums, user activities, or
other dynamic features, you have to assume that it might take from a few weeks to few months to
get your website designed. The more complex is your desired activities on the cyberspace, the more
time it takes to set it up.

Usually for a quick and temporary website made for a single event requires only a few hours. A little
more complicated are the multi pages web sites and personal blogs or online journal type websites
which take about 2 to 6 hours. An information only company websites with pre set pictures take only
a day or two. Again, if the same website requires customized photo and content creation, it will take
about a week or to finish the whole project. Whenever websites want to incorporate interactive
activities like mini blogging, comments, polls, games, quizzes or other user activities- the
development workload behind the screen becomes heavier and that sort of website can take about
months for a traditional web design firm.

Skygate Media (New York web designer) offers you the quickest services to develop your website.
Contact us for further help and let us know what you want. We will give you the estimate in no time.
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